PATIENT PARTICIPATION GROUP MEETING 20 JUNE 2013

PRESENT

AM, JH, AT, TR, JN, IS, KB (YMCA), LB, GR, JW, A D-M, B D-M, JW, MW, DR (B&C), G B.

Apologies

MT, ND

Pre agenda question and answer session –

Website not working – someone was unable to request a prescription.
Question about disabled transport ticket/bus pass – has anyone had one withdrawn – no.
Have we replaced doctors – no still short of 2, we have 3 locums. Advertised everywhere.
Question on Liverpool Care Pathway – Georgina explained about end of life care and there was a discussion on the ins and outs of LCP, the difference between Do not resuscitate and living will.

Meeting open – 

Minutes of last meeting discussed – appointment system, Linda brought up MT complaint/email of how MT had tried for 3 weeks to get an appointment without success – she wanted a female doctor.

The group agreed 3 weeks was too long, several of the group gave details of their specific problems getting an appointment and getting through on the telephone.

Linda explained that we have 4 receptionists constantly answering the telephone. Lizzie suggested that we a patient telephones they should make it clear what the appointment would be for and to state if it is urgent.

Another member of the group gave an account of a good experience with Dr AJ.  A member of the group suggested that patients confirm they will attend their appointment on the day but as there are problems getting through anyway this would just exacerbate the problem.  A comment from the group – appointments are often gone by 8.10am.  Linda suggested that different days have different volumes of patients ie Monday’s are always high demand but later in the week can be quieter.  We still get non attenders but we are not able to follow the groups suggestion of removing the patients who do not attend.

Phlebotomy was the next issue – phlebotomy is coming up for tender soon – Lizzie commented.

Patients are experiencing problems currently, AQP can tender for this service, we would need 3 – 4 phlebotomists to work the clinic.  A member of the group related their experience of being first patient in and when came out at 8.05 there were 19 people waiting already.  In past they were seen by GPs or nurses and since handed over to phlebotomy it has “gone downhill”.  The phlebotomy clinic is for anyone and patients can attend from any area.  The phlebotomists also have to do the home visits.

A member of the group commented that there is a good service at City Hospital and there is a full days clinic, here it is half a day followed by home visits.

Flu campaign – 16 October 2013

The meeting with Graham Allen MP that was suggested last meeting was brought up. Not been arranged.

Lizzie went over the problems of getting GPs again. Also mentioned how this area has the lowest payment per patient – letter from ……. Linda agreed to put a copy of the letter on our website/email to PPG members.

Basically if no GPs we would be closed down.  Discuss letter next meeting.

Denise from Burrows and Close attended expecting to also see Dr Foster from Parkside but he was unable to attend.  She is having problems with their repeat prescriptions – taking too long once B & C request repeats, not getting them back in time, taking a week or so. No problems with Leen View Surgery service.  A member of the group asked if there was anything the patients could do about it, Denise said no it was the Doctor’s problem so it was suggested she see Dr Foster/Dr York to discuss.

Lizzie asked about electronic prescribing – Denise said it is working but we must understand it is not an instant thing, they get it via another party. Ok for repeat prescriptions but not an instant prescription when the doctor has just seen the patient and wants to prescribe something straight away ie antibiotics. 

Linda said that there will be a new electronic prescription service for repeat medication and there will be training in July.  We would be able to authorise medication for a year.  

A member of the group reported a bad experience with electronic prescriptions.

Denise asked if wrong medications can be taken off repeat lists.

A member of the group asked if there had been a change in procedure for blood tests – taking up 2 slots, a receptionist gave out a blood bag before he’d seen GP, Lizzie commented that possibly can do if clear on consultation/repeat test.

YMCA – Kevin brought in leaflets about 12 week fitness programme, free of charge, can be GP or self refer. Includes full use of gym. Not like slimming world where patient has to meet a target.

JN brought up some issues of her own – uncomfortable when had to travel up to LVS in the lift with just a 10 year old child and herself, when sat in waiting area Parkside patients can queue in front of LVS patients potentially blocking the view to the calling board and someone in a mobility scooter manoeuvring close by – had had an accident with one of these in the past so made her very nervous.  Wondered if scooters could be segregated to a specific part of the waiting room? Linda said we are unable to discriminate against groups of people.

Several members of the group had not received a copy of this meetings’ agenda again.  Linda said it had been posted out to everyone. 

A notice board on wheels was suggested might be helpful for patients – we would be unable to have this on Health and Safety grounds – tripping hazard etc.

A normal notice board was suggested – Linda said we would need to fund one and also request permission to have it put on the wall, will look into it.


NEXT MEETING 12 September 2013. 

